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Reyes himself. Nov 05, Paul rated it really liked it I would recommend the book Taken, by Edward Bloor to a
friend because, it is a riveting story about one girls stress and agony of being taken. TAKEN, on the other
hand, is set in a terrifying future world. The book has 5 main characters, Charity the girl who is kidnapped, her
father, her butler Albert, and the kidnapper Dr. In the year , a vast socio-economic chasm exists between the
haves and the have-nots. All this is not to say, however, that TAKEN is some dry philosophical exploration of
the divide between rich and poor in this country. But as the hours of her imprisonment tick by, Charity realizes
there is nothing normal about what's going on here. I don't think that was the best way to deal with the step
mom. Charity feels like she is secluded from the world while trapped in the room. Although there is plenty of
social commentary here, Bloor also makes Charity a compelling, credible character whose circumstances force
her into numerous ethical dilemmas. In the near and distant future the protection and welfare of individuals is
at the utmost concern. From where I was lying, the blue glow of the vidscreen provided the only color in the
room. If it was a room. The book has great language. Simultaneously thought-provoking and terrifying,
TAKEN exhibits Bloor's gift for insight although readers will come away hoping that, for our own sake, Bloor
is not as prophetic as he might seem to be. By the rich have gotten richer, the poor have gotten poorer, and
kidnapping has become a major growth industry in the United States. So if she escapes or tells Dessi will he
go along with the plan? But Charity has done her research, and she knows that even when children are
returned safely following a successful ransom drop, they are rarely ever the same after having been taken.
Opinion about the main character: I disliked the fact that she sided with her father. Click here to see the rest of
this review Best part of story, including ending: The book contained an absurd amount of flashbacks which I
was not too fond of. Charity consoles herself by thinking over the events of the past few weeks, remembering
her safe Highlands life, her best friend and her family. The children of privilege live in secure, gated
communities and are escorted to and from school by armed guards. I was trying not to panic; trying to think
things through. Charity Meyers wakes up with no idea where she is and little recognition of how she got there.
This is what Charity is trying to decide, and Edward Bloor opens the doorway into her thoughts. As Charity
being a member of the Highlands, she doesn't have fear of being kidnapped. He would surely kill me. By my
reckoning, that meant I had about twelve hours remaining.


